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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

In our previous approach11, we have
proposed an Intelligent Semantic Query Routing
Technique, where the peers are initially formed
into clusters and elect a cluster head (CH). CHs
communicate with their neighbor CHs via
Gateways and carries out the searching process.
Every CH maintains the list of recent queries,
corresponding query hits along with the results.
Once the list overflows, a replacement policy is
adopted to maintain the recent query list. Though
cluster based routing reduces the overhead and
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ABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACT

The P2P routing protocol is affected from the fact that queries need to reach the largest
number of peers to enhance the chances to locate the target file and messages  should be
low as possible We propose trust based query routing technique for P2P Networks. Initially the
node with maximum trust value is chosen as cluster head. These cluster heads are designated
as trust managers. Each peer maintains a trust table which gets updated once it gets feedback
from the trust manager about the resource requested peer. If the update denotes that the
node is reachable and trusted, the routing is performed. Otherwise its echo time is verified
again to decide the re-routing process. By simulation results, we show that the proposed work
offers secured and reliable routing. This peer to peer network is carried out without using a
caching mechanism to store the data packets while routing. To achieve this caching mechanism
we have proposed methods for caching the data packets in the peers and also to replace
these data packets with the new data packets in the next routing process.
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delay, if the requested item is not present in the
current cluster, it has to fetch the data from the
other cluster. If the destination node is located far
away from the source cluster head, it will increase
the delay. Every ant agent approaches the cluster
head (CH) in search of resources by launching the
semantic queries. The agent records the routes
that have been selected and each time it finds a
resource, the data is fedback via the route
established. If resource is available, it updates
the table and feedbacks via the available route.
Else, it enquires the neighboring CH and selects
the matching peers. The rank of each peer is
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calculated based on query hit and cosine
similarity. Then the peer with the higher rank will
be selected for fetching the resource. The
proposed approach doesn’t let the peer, know
how secured is the requested peer is, to extract
the resources.

Literature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature Review
Huaiqing Lin et al., 1 have proposed a

CL-PKC-Based secure group communication
scheme and this proposed approach has two
rounds and requires constant pairing operation
per user. In the original construction of CL-PKE, the
KGC must ensure that the partial key is delivered
securely to the correct entity, while this requirement
is canceled in our scheme. The main advantage
of this approach is that avoids the escrow problem
in identity-based cryptosystem and the secure
delivery of private keys.

CAI Biao et al., 2 have proposed a
structured topology for trusts management in
portable P2P network based on DHT (discrete hash
table), in which includes trust management
strategies and peer operations on certain DHT
circle. And also the authors have proposed a trust-
computing model for the structured P2P network
and the main trust decisions in the structured
network are introduced too. And the advantage
of this approach is that it will have information,
which peers can join or leave at anytime and
anywhere to address the portability in a portable
P2P network.

Mohamed Hefeeda et al., 6 have
proposed pCache method which is design and
evaluation of a complete, running, proxy cache
for P2P traffic. pCache transparently intercepts and
serves traffic from different P2P systems. A new
storage system is proposed and implemented in
pCache. This storage system is optimized for storing
P2P traffic, and it is shown to outperform other
storage systems. In addition, a new algorithm to
infer the information required to store and serve
P2P traffic by the cache is proposed. The
advantage of this approach is that this method
saves the bandwidth usage and also reduces
the load on the backbone links.

Jing Zhao et al., 7 have proposed a novel

asymmetric cooperative cache approach, where
the data requests are transmitted to the cache
layer on every node, but the data replies are only
transmitted to the cache layer at the intermediate
nodes that need to cache the data. This solution
not only reduces the overhead of copying data
between the user space and the kernel space, it
also allows data pipelines to reduce the end-to-
end delay. They have also studied the effects of
different MAC layers, such as 802.11-based ad
hoc networks and multi-interface-multichannel-
based mesh networks, on the performance of
cooperative cache. The advantage of this
approach is that it can significantly reduce the
data access delay compared to the symmetric
approach due to data pipelines.

Mei Chen et al., 12 have proposed a
cluster-based reputation model (CBRM). The model
is consisted by reputation mechanism for realizing
the security transaction and the network topology
structure of CBRM adopts the cluster, so efficiency
of reputation management is noticeably raised.
In order to improve security, reduce the network
traffic brought by management of reputation, and
enhance stability of cluster, when we select
reputation, the average historical online time, and
the network bandwidth as the elementary
components of the comprehensive performance
of node.

TTTTTrust Based Querrust Based Querrust Based Querrust Based Querrust Based Query Ry Ry Ry Ry Routing Touting Touting Touting Touting Techniqueechniqueechniqueechniqueechnique
OverviewOverviewOverviewOverviewOverview

In our proposed extension, we propose a
trust based query routing technique for P2P
Networks. Initially the node with maximum trust
value is chosen as cluster head. These cluster
heads are designated as trust managers.  At the
time of implementing the trust routing decision,
every peer has to maintain trustable table. This
table includes all the information about the peers
in the network like IP address of the peer, key of the
trust manager, trust score and also the tables tells
is the peer is reachable or no. The table will be
updated once a peer node gets feedback from
the trust manager about the resource requested
peer. If the update denotes that the node is
reachable and trusted, the routing is performed.
Otherwise its echo time is verified again to decide
the re-routing process.
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Cluster formationCluster formationCluster formationCluster formationCluster formation
The steps involved in the cluster formation

are as follows :

Step 1Step 1Step 1Step 1Step 1
Each peer node (Ni) deployed in the

network broadcast the hello message to its
neighboring peer nodes.

Step 2Step 2Step 2Step 2Step 2
Based on the Hello Message, each Ni

identifies itself and also maintains the neighbors
list (NL).

Step 3Step 3Step 3Step 3Step 3
After obtaining trust values of all neighbor

peer nodes, the node verifies the trust value with
the trust threshold (TTh).

If T(x) > TTh

Then
          Ni declares itself as CH immediately.
          Ni   REQCL _  NL
End if

Step 4Step 4Step 4Step 4Step 4
Upon hearing the CL_REQ, the

neighboring nodes in NL sends join reply message
to Ni to join the cluster.

Secured RoutingSecured RoutingSecured RoutingSecured RoutingSecured Routing
In order to perform routing process in

secured manner, we consider trust secured routing
technique into consideration. In this technique,
each peer is assigned with x-bit identifier using
trusted hash function. It is assumed that the
identifier length x should be large. This is done to
generate the probability of two peer nodes
hashing to the similar key as small (negligible
value).

Secure Information TSecure Information TSecure Information TSecure Information TSecure Information Tableableableableable
During implementation of trust routing

decision, each peer maintains the trust table.

Node ID:Node ID:Node ID:Node ID:Node ID: Identity of the node.
IP Address:IP Address:IP Address:IP Address:IP Address: IP address of the node
Key:Key:Key:Key:Key: The key estimation is described in the next
section.
AS:AS:AS:AS:AS: It illustrates whether the node is reachable or

not.
1) If AS = ASY
Then
Currently ith peer is reachable from the TM
End if
2) If AS = ASN
Then

ith peer is not attainable from TM.
End if

TTTTTrust Rrust Rrust Rrust Rrust Routingoutingoutingoutingouting
Each CHi acts as trust manager (TMi) which

manages the identifier and trust information of its
cluster members.This technique offers secure and
reliable routing. Through this technique, it is easier
to identify whether the peer failure has occurred or
if any peer leaves/joins the cluster. we extend the
trust routing work with an asymmetric cooperative
cache approach 7 for the cache mechanism and
an intelligent caching mechanism for cache
replacement policy for the new data packets entry
which is known as SPACE 9 (Systematic P2P Aided
Cache Enhancement). Through this way the peers
in the network stores the data in their cache and
replace them when the new data packets make
entry during the routing. The advantage of this
approach is that the network cost can be reduced
by storing the data packets during the routing i.e.
if any data packets required more than once or if
any data packets lost during the routing it
becomes easy to retrieve those data packets from
peer’s cache. Also the delay between the peers
can be reduced.

RESULRESULRESULRESULRESULTSTSTSTSTS

Simulation SetupSimulation SetupSimulation SetupSimulation SetupSimulation Setup
This section deals with the experimental

performance evaluation of our algorithms through
simulations. In order to test our technique, the NS-
2 simulator 9 is used. NS-2 is a general purpose

FFFFFig.1: Network Tig.1: Network Tig.1: Network Tig.1: Network Tig.1: Network Topologyopologyopologyopologyopology
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simulation tool that provides discrete event
simulation of user defined networks. We have used
the BitTorrent packet-level simulator for P2P networks10.

A network topology is only used for the
packet-level simulator. We use a topology shown
in Fig 1 for our simulation. In this topology, peer
nodes form 5 clusters with elected cluster head
(marked as CH). The clusters are marked with
different colors. Each CH is connected to an access
router. The requested information is fetched from
the best peer by the source peer. Ant agents are
deployed in each peer for intelligent searching.
We compare our Trust Based Intelligent Semantic
Query (TBISQ) routing technique  with existing
Cluster Based Intelligent Semantic Query (CBISQ)
technique 11.

Based on Error RateBased on Error RateBased on Error RateBased on Error RateBased on Error Rate
For the peer failure management, we

apply exponential error model on the links
between two peer. We vary the error rate as 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. The response delay and
packet drop are measured. When the error rate is
increased, it increases the packet drop in that
particular path. Due to these drops retransmission
of failed packets increases, resulting in increased
delay.Fig 2 and 3 give the result of delay and
packet drop, respectively, when the error rate is
increased. It can be seen that the delay and drop
of TBISQ is significantly less than CBISQ, because
of the failure management technique of TBISQ.

Based On QueriesBased On QueriesBased On QueriesBased On QueriesBased On Queries
In our second experiment, the number of

queries issued by each source is varied from 1 to 5
for different set of files. The matching peers are
selected from the set of trusted peers and the
response delay and received packets are
measured. In each cluster, one peer is deployed
with malicious behavior.

From the Fig 4, it can be seen that the
response delay involved in TBISQ is significantly
less than that of CBISQ. Fig 5 show that the packets
received when the queries are increased. From
the figure, we can see that TBISQ more packets
received than CBISQ. This is due to the selection of
trusted peers for the queries.

Fig. 2: Error Rate Vs DelayFig. 2: Error Rate Vs DelayFig. 2: Error Rate Vs DelayFig. 2: Error Rate Vs DelayFig. 2: Error Rate Vs Delay

 Fig. 3: Error Rate Vs Drop Fig. 3: Error Rate Vs Drop Fig. 3: Error Rate Vs Drop Fig. 3: Error Rate Vs Drop Fig. 3: Error Rate Vs Drop

Fig.4 :Queries Vs DelayFig.4 :Queries Vs DelayFig.4 :Queries Vs DelayFig.4 :Queries Vs DelayFig.4 :Queries Vs Delay

Fig.5: Queries Vs Packets ReceivedFig.5: Queries Vs Packets ReceivedFig.5: Queries Vs Packets ReceivedFig.5: Queries Vs Packets ReceivedFig.5: Queries Vs Packets Received
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed trust
based query routing technique for P2P Networks.
Initially the node with maximum trust value is
chosen as cluster head. These cluster heads are
designated as trust managers.  At the time of
implementing the trust routing decision, every peer
has to maintain trustable table. If the update
denotes that the node is reachable and trusted,
the routing is performed. Otherwise its echo time is
verified again to decide the re-routing process.

Simulation results show that the proposed
technique reduces the average response time
and the packet drops due to failure and attacks,
when compared to the existing technique. To
achieve this caching mechanism we have
proposed methods for caching the data packets
in the peers and also to replace these data
packets with the new data packets in the next
routing process. The proposed work of caching
mechanism with simulation results will be
discussed in future work.
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